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Size Discrepancy 

ª  NAND flash page size is increasing to 16KB. 
ª  I/O sizes do not grow accordingly in a wide 

range of scenarios.  
Ø  Small random writes, such as 4KB, are common.  

ª  Size discrepancy between flash pages and IO 
sizes:  
Ø  Whether traditional FTLs are still favorable?  

•  Page-level FTLs: maintain a logical page regularity  
•  Block-level FTLs: maintain a logical block regularity  
•  Hybrid FTLs: combining the page- and block-level mappings  

 
 



Drawbacks of Traditional FTLs 

ª  The page-level FTL performs better than the 
block-level FTL and hybrid FTL in handling 
writes.  

ª  Two drawbacks under the size discrepancy:  
Ø  Unmapped pages: invalid data fragments 
Ø  Mapped pages: unfulfilled page writes and GC  
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Minipage 

ª  Besides the page and block, we introduce a new 
layer, minipage, to improve the write efficiency. 

ª  Minipage-level mapping provides better flexibility 
than Page-level mapping by breaking the logical 
page regularity.  

ª  We propose two FTL designs: 
Ø Minipage-FTL 
Ø PM-FTL 

 
 
 



Minipage-FTL 

ª  A demand-based minipage-level FTL 
 



Drawbacks of Minipage-FTL  

ª  Larger RAM requirement 
 
ª  Sequential read performance degradation 
  

 
 



PM-FTL 

ª  PM-FTL is workload-adaptive, taking both 
advantages of the page- and minipage-level 
mappings. 

 

Ø Randomly accessed data  è  Minipage-mapped  
 

Ø Sequentially accessed data  è  Page-mapped  
 



PM-FTL 

ª  Mapping cache management  
ª  Data buffer management  
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Simulation 

ª  SSD simulator 
Ø  Flashsim platform (Disksim + Flash module)  
Ø  Page-FTL (baseline), Minipage-FTL, PM-FTL  
 

ª  SSD configuration  
 
 



Workloads 

ª  I/O characteristics of five typical workloads:  



Write Efficiency 

ª  Flash page writes and write amplification:  



Read Efficiency 

ª  Flash page reads: 



Performance 

ª  System response time: 
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Conclusion 

ª  The I/O sizes do not grow in step with the increasing 
flash page size.  

 

ª  Traditional FTLs are not favorable for large flash page 
sizes due to low write efficiency.  

 

ª  The minipage-level mapping provides better flexibility 
and thus higher write efficiency than the page-level 
mapping.  

 

ª  Minipage-FTL and PM-FTL significantly lower the write 
amplification and system response time of flash memory 
by up to 57.7% and 52%, respectively, for 16KB flash 
pages.  
 
 
 


